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1 Education technology 
futures in the making





—Edtech investments play a vital role in determining which companies are favored and 
funded, and what types of educational programs are implemented —Regan & Khwaja 2019

—The opportunity recognised by edtech investors and entrepreneurs lies in calculating the 
digital share in the global spending on education—edtech asset value is constructed in 
the light of expectations about future returns on investments —Komljenovic 2020

Visions & valuations



—Capitalization as a process of 
valuing something in terms of 
expected future monetary return 
from investing in it

— eg translating a technology into 
an asset with expected future 
earnings/ROI

—Capitalization is a kind of job, 
performed in particular kinds of 
organizations within a wider 
system of professions and 
geopolitical locations, using 
specialized techno-economic 
practices and methodologies

—Muniesa et al 2017

Edtech capitalization





Mapping, valuing and 
stratifying global 
edtech markets



Valuation platform

— HolonIQ ‘Global Intelligence Platform’ 
uses machine learning to analyse the 
edtech market, catalogue past 
investments and catalyse future 
investments based on calculations of 
prospective future value

— Valuation claims of future return 
depend on effort among networks of 
techno-economic expertise in order to 
calculate the value of future earnings 
and therefore the suitability of 
something for investment —Birch 2019 



Valuation devices 
and methods

— Things become assets by 
being made so through 
sociotechnical entanglements 
of human valuation practices 
and technoeconomic devices

—Birch & Muniesa 2020



Fictional edtech expectations

— $16bn ‘funding backing a vision to transform the way the world learns’

— Investments are motivated by imaginaries of how the future will unfold, expressed in 
persuasive narratives that show their convictions, beliefs, fears and hopes, supported 
by techno-economic tools providing a calculative preview of the future—Beckert 2016 



Instruments of expectation

— Scenarios, prototypes, forecasts, graphs, 
calculations, visualizations and infographics 
as instruments influencing expectations in 
the edtech investment and procurement 
decision-making chain



Provoking a standardized future

— Validating, visualizing and valorizing
edtech for VC investment and HEI 
procurement

— Promoting standardized capability 
classification and matching edtech
market segmentations

— Data-driven education
— Learning analytics
— MOOCs, OPMS, public-private platform 

partnerships
— AIed
— Smart learning environments
— Personalized learning platforms
— Workforce development and career 

matching



Edtech index investing

— Single ETF portfolio of ‘favourably positioned’ 
edtech ‘redefining’ future of education

— ROI prediction as education future-making



2 Enacting HE futures through ‘oligopolistic’ 
online platform partnerships in the cloud



‘Higher ed is being replatformed’

— 2012-2020—$450m venture capital 
investment

— 2021 valuation—$7bn post-IPO



Valuing platform network effects

—A ‘Three-Sided Platform Ecosystem’ servicing 
learners, educators and employers that 
‘generates network effects, or improvements 
to the value of the service that is generated 
because of the increased number of 
participants on the platform’– IFC (investor) evaluation

—Coursera Skills Graph maps the connections 
among skills, content, careers, and learners 
on the Coursera platform —Impact report

—The Drivers of Quality in Online Learning Report looks 
across eight years of learner data and nearly 200 million 
course enrollments to provide actionable, data-driven 
insights into how instructors and learners can optimize 
their digital learning experience —Quality report



A ‘new economic model’

—Realizing investors’ expected 
ROI through techno-economic 
platform business models

—Revenue-sharing public-
private platform partnerships 
as a new economic model for 
universities to increase value



— 2009-18—$426m venture capital 
and private equity funding

— 2021 valuation—$3bn, with 30% 
annual growth, and predicted $1bn 
revenue in 2021 alone

HE ‘operating systems’

The data here is early, but our 
funnels are filling and converting 
currently at higher rates than 
before the pandemic—2U CEO



Integrating data infrastructure

At 2U, we see students throughout their 
entire education journey…. The Data 
Science team helps create a closed-loop 
ecosystem that brings all of that information 
together…. [B]ringing advanced analytics to 
the fore is a powerful way to maximize the 
value of our data. … We can get more 
efficient with our operations, improve 
student outcomes, and enhance our value 
proposition for partners by building a strong 
analytical backbone. … We’re also working 
to merge data across our portfolio of 
programs … to provide a more well-rounded 
view of current and prospective students.



The ‘infrastructure transfer’ of non-profit edX to for-
profit 2U is ‘an act of betrayal…. 2U’s mission is 
fundamentally misaligned with the university tradition. 
2U, Coursera, and their venture-funded competitors are 
built to squeeze profit from our students, using our 
faculty and course offerings. … None of us—not faculty 
members, not students—signed up for edX to increase 
Silicon Valley’s wallet share’ —Pooley 2021

‘Financially, it’s a good deal. 
2U gets access to edX’s 50 
million users, 1,200 enterprise 
clients, a top brand, and 
hundreds of university and 
corporate partners. And MIT 
and Harvard get $800million’

—The Verdict 2021

Mergers, conversions and 
infrastructure transfers



The cloud campus
—Coursera and 2U as tenants of 

the AWS Cloud and beneficiaries 
of its storage, analytics, and AI

—Cloud as ‘a new multi-sided 
ecosystem’ from which operators 
‘demand both a toll and masses 
of data’ as value sources

—Birch & Cochrane 2021 

—Replatforming and infrastructure 
transfers embed HE in the 
technoeconomic cloud model

—New ‘cloud campuses’ integrated 
into AWS Cloud architecture



Amazon Web Services (AWS) is on a mission to 
accelerate higher education's digital transformation…, 
connect the campus community to systems and tools, 
store institutional knowledge and data, make data-
driven decisions to save money and resources, and 
power their educational technology systems—AWS 2021

Cloud architecture, data lakes, and 
algorithmic experimentation

The cloud is a bundle of 
experimental algorithmic 
techniques acting in and through 
data…. [C]ontemporary cloud 
computing is about rendering 
perceptible and actionable 
(almost seeing) that which would 
be beyond the threshold of 
human vision … [which then] 
open onto targets of opportunity, 
commercial and governmental

—Amoore 2020 



Defuturing and refuturing

Creating powerful images of plausible 
futures of education that people can 
envisage today, in order to open up 
seeds of possibility and to mobilise 
change in educational practices—Facer, 2021

Challenging the techno-
imperatives driving the 
deprofessionalised, unbundled, 
globalised and datafied higher 
education futures produced by 
governments and corporations

—Bayne & Gallagher 2021



— Market actors as new sources of predictive authority, 
shaping HE futures through an investment logic of ROI

— Platforms, infrastructures and clouds instantiate imagined 
futures in durable technoeconomic forms in the present

— De-/refuturing as efforts to contest and reclaim HE futures


